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About This Content

The Lobot Box contains a gold robot vanity set for your character in Portal Knights including:

- Lobot Arms
- Lobot Body

- Lobot Helmet
- Lobot Legs

Access your robot vanity set from the in-game shop in Portal Knights.

Take down the evil that has invaded the worlds of Portal Knights in this action-RPG sandbox game! Travel between randomly
generated worlds and meet new characters. Level up your character and battle monsters unleashed by The Fracture. Explore
each world and mine resources required to craft unique and powerful items. Rebuild the worlds in ever-changing landscapes.

Restore peace to the world by defeating the Portal Guardians and becoming the ultimate Portal Knight!
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Title: Portal Knights - Lobot Box
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Keen Games
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: AMD Phenom(tm) 8450 Triple-Core Processor (3 CPUs), ~2.1GHz or Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 @ 3.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 470 (1Gb VRAM) / ATI Radeon TM HD 6870 (1Gb VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: On Board

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Polish,Turkish,Czech,Thai
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portal knights loot box

Great game with some nice twists as far as I can see after playing only around 2 hours. Buy it.. ! :). the best game ever made.
This VN was really something, It has some alright visuals, the voice acting I found great tbh, I laughed a there and now. I didn't
get the story at first but then as I gradually kept reading, the story got really interesting and emotional. There is 4 endings, I'd say
this game would take 2 hours to finish depending on how fast you read it, I've gotten all 4 endings and #1 ending I'd say was the
best cause I got what I wanted.. Step 1: Buy car while you have 5 heat.
Step 2: Attempt to get into car.
Step 3: Run away from car as it was shot and is now on fire.
LATER
Buy car with no heat, drive it perfectly, then accidentally hit government guy, he shoots car and it blows up!
Word of advice, only buy when 0 heat and want to drive.. I really like this game, fun and addictive it makes you concentrate,
talk about multi-tasking! The game play and graphics are great, you can make it as hard or easy as you like - great fun and
value.. I like it, however I was shocked when i found out this game is from 2013. I thought this was a 2000 / 2005 game...
Nonetheless it was quite cheap and that makes up for it. Fun game to pass time and finally a simple 'nam era jet / helicopter
game.. Trash. Still way better than No Man's Sky.
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i found this game to be okay it has quite a bit to work out such as the ai wich right now is insaine by the time i got my first
habitat done and destroyed my first enemey space station i was swarmed by nanobot clouds so yea please fix the ai and the fact
that forsome reason i was flying and then i got stoped bt norhing but all in all it looks like its goign to be a really amazing game..
A simple and easy to use program. It is not the best animation software in the universe, it has its flaws, but it's totally worth the
price.. I think this is a very interesting experience. However I think it needs more polish. The graphics while interesting are
bland at times. The Voices are just terrible... The subtitles are annoying and need an option to remove them. The world could
use more life in it. The controls at least on Vive have no strafe. A video of an Oculus play through I watched showed that Touch
controllers do strafe which I find odd. The music is Incredible and is the real star here!. BONKA
PONKA. besser als MW2
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